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ABSTRACT

The authors of this paper describe functions associated with vegetable seed distribution on the Polish market. They describe the role of distribution in the vegetable seed trade and the characteristics of different distribution channels. The results presented were based on information provided by seed companies and other participants of the vegetable seeds distribution system. The research was completed for the years 2001-2004.
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INTRODUCTION

Each company which wants to exist and develop on the market must base its activity on a certain strategy. At present, this strategy is market oriented and thereby the importance of marketing activities has been increasing in Poland [19,20,21].

Distribution, along with such elements as product, price and promotion belongs to the classical marketing mix [11,12,22]. However, the marketing factors product, packaging, price, or promotion would not play their role on the market, if a proper distribution system did not exist. This system provides clients with a seed company trade offer.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Distribution of vegetable seeds and the problems connected with their distribution channels are presented in this paper. Data for this research was provided by seed companies operating on the Polish market and other units working with the seed trade. The data was received from the following Polish seed companies: CNOS-Vilmorin, PlantCo Zielonki, PNOS Ożarów Maz., Polan, Spójnia, Tорseed, and W. Legutko. The research was done in the years 2001-2004.
THE ROLE OF DISTRIBUTION IN THE POLISH VEGETABLE SEED TRADE

The basic role of distribution is to provide seeds from a producer (a seed company) to a final user in a given period of time. In addition to this role of physical transfer and storage of seeds, the distribution channels in the seed sector play many other roles. The physical transfer of seeds in distribution channels involves two directions: the basic channel from a producer to a middleman and then to a final user and in the opposite direction from a middleman to a producer. The latter one comes from two main characteristics of the seed market: first, the seed trade has a seasonal character, seeds are sold mostly in the spring and after the season the middleman sends back to a producer the goods which have not been sold and secondly, seeds are sent back to a producer after their usefulness for sowing expires. The returns from wholesalers were about 10-15 % of seed sent to them at the beginning of a given season, whereas in the case of large networks of markets returns reached as high as 30 %. Important storage problems arose during physical transfer of products in the distribution channels. They were influenced by specifics of seed storage and seed characters themselves. The whole amount of seed produced by a grower was delivered to a seed company in the autumn. The seeds were then processed, stored, and prepared for selling to satisfy the actual demand from the market. However, the process of selling seeds produced in one year usually lasts 2-3 years, i.e. seed marketing takes longer than seed production. Storage of seeds for longer than one year always brings the risk of quality deterioration because of their biological nature. The biggest storage losses come from a gradual decrease in their germination percentage, decrease in their weight due to seed respiration, and damage done by insects. Due to lowering of the seeds germination capacity, Polish seed companies lost 2-5 % of the seeds in the years 2001-2004. In order to diminish this loss, seed companies did their best to sell seeds within the first trade season. During the years 2001-2004, this was achieved 60-90 % of the time (the average value: 70%). Problems and risks associated with seed storage in the distribution channels was the greatest concern of the seed companies.

Information in the distribution channels went both directions: from a producer to a purchaser and the opposite way. The seed companies through some elements of the distribution channels informed clients about their trade offer (presenting an assortment, characteristics of its elements, and prices of products) and carried out promotion activities. In the opposite way, the companies received opinions concerning their offers and the effectiveness of their distribution effort. When middlemen co-operated with several companies, their distribution channel contacts provided information about competitors’ activities. This was especially well observed when promotion campaigns by wholesalers involved providing their clients with advertising materials.

The main financial function of the distribution channels was to transfer capital in the opposite direction as the products. This function was sometimes disturbed by a dishonest middleman or wholesaler. The most common disloyalties included delays in payments and cheating companies out of seeds. However, these disorders of capital flow were often expected by the seed companies which wanted to support their wholesalers and middlemen. The decision about such support was based on several factors, including the individual wholesaler’s selling turn over, payment record, and length of co-operation. As a result of such policy, the payments for seeds were often postponed.

The distribution channels also affected the ability of seed companies to adjust offers in response to clients’ expectations. Their main purpose was to meet expectations of the distributors.

KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEED DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Several factors affected the number of levels and participants involved in distribution channels. They included: number of clients, amount of product bought by a typical client, and geographical concentration of the market. The mean value of the seed purchase, was positively correlated with the number of clients. A large, spread out geographic market was characterized by a high number of distribution levels and many clients per individual level. Another important factor was the seed package size. The bigger the seed package size, the smaller was the number of units involved in their distribution, and the shorter was the distribution channel. The structure of the distribution channels was also affected by the characteristics of the seeds themselves. The less permanent the seed characteristics, the lower was the number of distribution channels. The seed distribution channels for the amateur gardener seed market were much more built up (both vertically and horizontally) than the ones for the professional gardeners.
The most important basic distribution channels of vegetable seeds for professional gardeners in Poland (fig. 1) were the ones in which the gardeners either bought seeds directly from seed companies (fig. 1-1) or through regional representatives (fig. 1-3). The latter was especially popular amongst the national companies representing foreign companies operating on the Polish market. Important, in terms of a single order, was the selling of seeds to vegetable processing units. In their concern to get large amounts of uniform raw material for processing, they required their co-operating vegetable growers to cultivate the same selected cultivar. In this distribution channel, the foreign cultivars dominated. This, according to the domestic Polish companies comes from the fact that foreign investors own most of such vegetable processing plants. They in turn have free choice to select the seeds and company most suitable for them. The least important seed distribution channel for professional gardeners was selling through middlemen, i.e. through companies focusing only on selling improved quality seeds (fig. 1-5).
The most important basic distribution channel for vegetable seeds for amateur gardeners in Poland (fig. 2) was the one in which the wholesaler sells seeds to a retail selling unit. (fig. 2-2). Amongst the retail selling units, there has been a growing importance of big networks of markets. This was due to direct co-operation of the seed companies with them <footnote 8>. These networks, due to the size of selling in a short time, were also valuable partners for wholesalers <footnote 9> and middlemen. The latter included contracts in which whole seed lots were first bought from the seed companies, improved, repacked, and then sent to big supermarkets. The middleman offers were directed to big supermarkets <footnote 10>. Other seed selling retail distribution points on the Polish market worth mentioning here, common in the whole world, were post offices.

The extent of building up of distribution channels was evidenced by the large number of wholesalers with whom the Polish seed companies were co-operating. In the years 2001-2003, each Polish seed company was co-operating with an average of 75 wholesalers (this number ranged from 50 to 100). Besides that, the Polish seed companies were also selling seeds directly through their own selling points (garden shops, garden centres, and seed selling units on the vegetable wholesale markets). The turn over from these selling points was low and ranged from only one to several percent of the total seed sales revenue earned by a company. The majority of these companies sold only 5-6% of their total turnover from these sales locations. Most of the companies responding to this research effort did not build up their own distribution channels <footnote 11>, because it decreased their ability to focus on their basic activities - plant breeding and seed reproduction.

**DISCUSSION**

A large variety of seed distribution channels were found on the Polish market. This was accompanied by a different distribution policy for the seeds delivered to the individual segments of the market. The seed companies surveyed indicated that the organisation of the seed distribution channel played an important role in the marketing strategies of their companies. Distribution as an element of the marketing strategy was mentioned by numerous authors [1, 3, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 23, 28]. As mentioned by Badzisz [2] properly carried out distribution has an influence on the market success of the company and can be a source of competitive advantage [3, 5, 8, 14, 19, 25, 26, ]. This phenomenon was found when creating new and building up already existing distribution channels for seeds. Thus, market and competition forced the companies to change their organisation of selling and distribution of seeds [13].

Factors mentioned earlier by Czubala [3], Downey [6] and Sławińska [25] such as product, price, consumer behaviour, and geographical distribution of customers affected the selection of the distribution channels by the producers.

One of the developing elements of the Polish market is the big retail seller (mostly big markets). Their role, as mentioned by Ostrowski [18] and Czubala [5], has been increasing rapidly. The development of these large trade area retail sellers was actually contributing to a decrease in the significance of seed wholesalers. As mentioned by Kałężna-Drewińska [10], direct co-operation between producers and large networks of supermarkets is a chance for increasing seed turnover and income.

The involvement of the Polish post office in seed distribution channels was also found. The phenomenon of increasing importance of mail product selling was also mentioned by Ostrowski [18] and Rojek [24].

When characterising the distribution channels of seeds on the Polish market, attention must be paid to the role of the regional seed company representative and their seed selling to professional gardeners. This concern mostly was registered by Polish companies representing foreign seed companies. In this distribution channel, there is no anonymity between a seller and a purchaser. This characteristic, according to Wojciechowski [29], has been underestimated in the specifics of the means of production. Moreover, Mruk [15] reported the increasing role of direct selling. Czubala [4] claimed that distribution of goods through regional company representatives was very good especially for seasonally demanded products. They include the means of production [9]. As mentioned by Budzisz [2] and Penc [21], close contact of a company with their clients has a large affect on its market success. Sliwińska [27] also drew out attention to an important role of a seller in the case of a short distribution channel. As mentioned further, a short distribution channel is essential when selling a small amount of precious seeds to professional gardeners. The fact that higher valued goods lead to a short distribution channel was also described by Haba [8]. According to Czubala [3], an advantage of the short distribution channel is maintaining full control of it.
CONCLUSIONS

1. In the years 2001-2004 companies were selling 60-90% (mean 70%) of the seeds coming from the previous year's harvest. Returns of seeds ranged from 10 to 15% in the case of wholesalers and up to 30% in the case of supermarkets. The mean time of storing of seeds in storehouses was 2-3 years. The losses of seeds due to loss of their germination capacity reached 2-5% annually.
2. The structure of the distribution systems on the Polish market depended on many factors which were closely related to individual segments of the market: amateur and professional. Distribution channels were more built up (extensive) in the case of the amateur market.
3. Seeds for professional gardeners were sold directly from the company or through their regional representatives. The latter consisted mostly of foreign company representatives. Selling seeds through processing plants was also important. In this distribution channel, imported seeds were dominant.
4. The seeds on the Polish market reached the retail selling units through wholesalers. In that area, the networks of big retail shops were dominant. The seeds sold by the networks were obtained mostly from seed selling companies or through middlemen.
5. The system of seed distribution on the Polish market is very built up both vertically and horizontally and therefore, difficult to manage. During the years 2001-2005, each company had trade contacts with an average of 75 wholesale houses.

FOOTNOTES

1. The validity of vegetable seed quality certificates expires after 12 months and for hermetically packed seeds with germination capacity 10% above the minimal value after 24 months [7].
2. In the case of maintaining the sowing value of seeds for a long time, this period can be longer. The seed quality was also important because the companies first of all wanted to get rid of the lower quality seeds, because continued storing would be highly risky.
3. Especially high risk is connected with species with low viability. The biggest problems in seed companies were associated with the seeds of onion, lettuce, chive and other such species.
4. They reach, depending on the individual species, 3-6%.
5. In the individual companies, the value of these losses ranged from a few thousand to over one million PLN.
6. For example, the wholesalers required that each seed collector pack had one single bag glued to its front. This helped them to store and handle it in the storing house. Also, the middlemen orientated for a certain group of purchasers set special requirements for seed companies to prepare seeds by assortment, price, and package.
7. This refers to conditioned ones which are more susceptible to storing conditions than the untreated seeds. They had to reach a gardener in a short time just before sowing them. Such seeds were offered to a professional gardener solely by a seed company or through its regional representative.
8. Most of the seed companies prepared special assortment-price offers for networks of shops, but they carried out seed selling by co-operating with wholesaling companies in order to avoid competition with them on the same level.
9. In the past, there were cases when wholesalers prepared trade offers for networks of shops before seed companies actually did it themselves.
10. An example could be selling seeds using a brand of the trade network of shops or delivering seeds already placed on a disposable stand.
11. Except when one of the activities was selling other horticultural products. In this case, the company's own seeds were sold in a way that their participation in the final turnover of the company was small.
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